
The framing of Terrorism on audiences: Swedish Media Governance in 

the construction of news towards national Far-right and Islamic-

religious extremism 

The project I brought out in Sunsdvall, at the Mid Sweden University, is a journalistic 

reportage-based research thesis, meaning a project that has adopted, apart from the typical 

research writing, also the audio-visual and narrative journalistic settings in the processing 

of both the final academic and media product. The main topic of investigation has been the 

Swedish Media Governance, taken into consideration from the construction of news when it 

comes to far-right and Islamic-religious framing of terrorism distributed in 4 main cases.  

During the past decades, the media landscape and media culture have undergone major 

changes: an interactive media society has grown up alongside the traditional mass media 

society. Modern information technology has given rise to a constantly increasing supply of 

media products through many new channels, and our perceptions of time and space, of the 

bounds between private and public, central and peripheral, have changed. 

The medialized symbolic environment we live in today largely shapes the choices, values and 

knowledge that determine our everyday lives. Therefore, “Media literacy”, which relates to the 

understanding of how mass media work, how they construct reality and produce meaning, how 

the media are organized, and knowing how to use them wisely, is seen to empower people to 

be both critical thinkers and creative producers of an increasingly wide range of messages, 

using images, sound and language. It helps to strengthen the critical abilities and 

communicative skills that give the individual’s existence meaning and enable the individual to 

use communication for change, while promoting a well-oriented, democratic knowledge 

society. However, convergence, fragmentation, diversification and individualization are 

characteristics that are frequently in the focus of debate on our contemporary media culture. 

Access to a variety of media, telephony and online services are increasingly recognized as vital 

factors for political, economic and cultural development.  

This research into the Swedish Media Governance, therefore, has aimed at exploring how news 

auditors, readers and viewers are affected by various actors and their mutual relationships in 

this modern social order: in other words, how news about 4 far-right and Islamic-religious 

Terrorism cases in Sweden are constructed, reported and digested by audiences and how 

medias build their narrative discourse according these new cultural, social and political 

structures in which they operate nowadays to operate the resolution of media policy debates. 

These main cases are:  

II. Arrest of three NRM (Nordic Resistance Movement) members for their involvement 

in two bombings and a bombing attempt in Gothenburg in November 2016 and January 

2017;  

II. The Otober 2015 Trollhattan sword-school attack made by the far-right extremist 

Anton Lundin;  

II. The December 2010 Stockholm bombings made by the Iraqi-born Swedish citizen 

Taimour Abdulwahab;  

II. The April 2017 Stockholm attack operated by the self-described ISIS recruit Rakhmat 

Akilov. 

Qualitative research methods have been used in order to constantly observe and analyze each 

situation related to behavior among the involved subjects and to collect all the variables and 

consequences of it in relation to the cultural and ideological environment, experiences, 

knowledge and contexts:  



• Content Analysis: Interpreting and expressing all the content in a direct and manifest way. 

In this research thesis project 3 Swedish national on-line journals have been collected, 

taking into account:  

✓ Their notoriety in the field of media coverage;  

✓ The audience reached out through both the number of news written in the period of 

the terroristic attacks and the media coverage period, expressed in days, during and 

after the events; 

✓ The construction of their narrative discourse according their internal social, cultural 

and political priorities.  

These have been:  

− Expressen;  

− Aftonbladet; 

− Goteborgs Posten; 

• In-depth Interviews: Gathering information through a professional conversation with 

experts whose ideas, opinions and assessments are relevant to the objectives of the 

research. In this research thesis project, the analysis of Swedish Terrorism media framing 

of the both far-right and Islamic-religious cases on audiences has been advanced though 

the implementation of interviews to several experts and community members affected by 

the events above cited:  

✓ Academics coming from a Criminology and Political background, and specifically 

acknowledged on the Swedish Terrorism:  

− Mrs. Esther Pollack: Professor of Journalism Studies in the Department of 

Media Studies at Stockholm University and deputy head of the department – 

https://research.ims.su.se/en/profiles/10-ester-pollack; 

− Mr. Lars Nord: Professor at Mid Sweden University and research leader at the 

DEMICOM research center, which conducts research on democracy and 

communication in the digital society - https://www.miun.se/Personal/larsnord/; 

✓ Politicians who are related to Internal and Security Affairs:  

− Mr. Simon Lindberg: Swedish politician and, since 2015, leader or the right-

wing organization Nordic Resistance Movement – 

https://sv.wikipedia.org/wiki/Simon_Lindberg; 

− Mr. Rashid Musa: Chairman of the Sweriges Unga Muslimer in Stockholm and 

research leader in Islamophobia – https://www.fokus.se/2016/06/trott-pa-

avstand/; 

✓ Journalists, main sources coming from the 3 newspapers investigated:  

− Aftonbladet, Mr. Torbjörn Ek: https://www.aftonbladet.se/av/6f5971af-dc88-

425f-9089-b6e942bba385; 

− Expressen, Mr. David Baas: https://sv.wikipedia.org/wiki/David_Baas; 

− Goteborgs Posten, Mr. Michael Verdicchio: 

http://www.mynewsdesk.com/se/stampen/images/michael-verdicchio-

goeteborgs-posten-448457; 

✓ Chief of Swedish Police, the central administrative authority responsible for counter-

terrorism strategies and protection of the constitution:  

− Mr. Josef Wiklund: Local police area manager in Medelpad – 

https://www.linkedin.com/in/josef-wiklund-27904376/; 

✓ University students from the Criminology and Political department who have lived 

the events as part of the Swedish community affected by the national terrorism:  

− Criminolgy, Mrs. Nina Seiser: 

− Criminology, Mrs. Blessing Olutayo: 
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− Political Science, Mrs. Yasmin Nuur:  

− Political Science, Mrs. Hodan Mjama: 

Starting from the assumption that, even though terrorism has been on the political agenda 

setting of Swedish media outlets for several years, there is no general accepted definition of 

the phenomena because the consensus on both religious extremism and radical nationalism still 

lacks in the process of affecting the public opinion, debit to the different legal, political, social 

and cultural attempts to draw conclusions.  

This consequence leads the media governance away from truly understanding the media’s role 

in the making of media policy debates’ resolution. Indeed, if on one side media governance 

covers «all means by which mass media are limited, encouraged, managed or called into 

account, ranging from the most binding laws to the most resistible of pressures and self-chosen 

disciplines», on the other it encompasses both policy and regulation, to depict «the sum total 

of mechanisms, both formal and informal, national and supranational, centralized and 

dispersed, that aim to organize media systems according to the resolution of media policy 

debates».  

As a result of the research project, I came up with a not-definitive outcome that still needs to 

be investigated but gives partial answers to the research questions: I noted that new information 

technologies and globalization have led to fundamental changes in the preconditions for 

regulation in the media sector, and not least with regard to fundamental objectives like 

domestic terrorism. Media governance captures the entirety of rules that aim to organize media 

systems and, in this precise case, sub-systems towards domestic terrorism main issue. Thanks 

to the content analysis and interviews undertaken, the concept has shown to be more adaptive 

than usual, both emphasizing theoretically grounded perceptions and practical insights of 

terrorism media landscape: the connection has presented a field where current knowledge and 

recent trends on the subject need to be accompanied by a more evaluative measure that should 

reflect media and information literacy towards a better future for youngsters, in terms of 

protection and security against whichever form of domestic extremism. A lot of confusion goes 

around the topic: journalists unstable on answers concerning independent functioning of the 

mediascape, experts of media communication affirming, on the contrary, that independence 

and pluralism in the media are in fact preconditions for democracy to flourish, and political 

leaders with a craving for information power able to shape public opinions interests. The 

problem, here, has come up with an urgent issue to solve: if newsies are not open and 

pluralistic, these viewpoints may leave the democratic sphere and foment violence, ending up 

in terroristic attacks. The lack of correct governmental ongoing links between the population 

and activities of Swedish authority has also brought to a voice less into this modern platform 

for discussion. The final resolution of media conflicts and debates are to be found in 

cooperation strategies, media legislation, comparative information codes and ethical discussion 

practices for journalism and news development: media’s internal professional standards, 

together with economically and politically free-thinking self-sustaining media realities and  

gender equity in within the profession, can reshape the future of the information, increase 

public confidence in terms of reliability and play a big role in encouraging the leading of new 

challenges towards global understanding of political terrorism and religious extremism, both 

national and international wide.  


